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ABSTRACT

NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) has developed a

fully suspended magnetic bearing system for the Dy-

namic Spin Rig (DSR) that is used to perform vibration

tests of turbomachinery blades and components under

spinning conditions in a vacuum. Two heteroplolar ra-

dial magnetic bearings and a thrust bearing and the asso-

ciated control system were integrated into the DSR to

provide noncontact magnetic suspension and mechanical
excitation of the 35 lb vertical rotor with blades to in-

duce turbomachinery blade vibration.

A simple proportionaMntegral-derivative (PID) con-

troller with a special feature for multidirectional radial

excitation worked very well to both support and shake
the shaft with blades. However, more advanced control-

lers were developed and successfully tested to determine

the optimal controller in terms of sensor and processing
noise reduction, smaller rotor orbits, and energy savings

for the system. The test results of a variety of controllers

we demonstrated up to the rig's maximum allowable

speed of 10,000 rpm are shown.

,INTRODUCTION

Today's turbomachinery components have extensive

testing requirements and therefore there is a need to pro-

vide enhanced testing capabilities (References [2] and
[3]). Rotating components are expected to be used at

very high rotational speeds, have extended life, and have

better static and dynamic properties. The Dynamic Spin

Rig (DSR) (see Figure 1) is used to perform research on

turbomachinery blades and components under spinning

conditions by rotating them in a vacuum chamber (Ref-
erence [1])i During rotation the rotor can be vibrated by

using two voice-coil type linear electromagnetic shakers

that apply axial forces to the rotor. Dynamics measure-

ments are obtained yielding the blade's natural frequen-
cies.

Johnson et al. (References [5] and [6]) replaced the

bottom radial ball bearing of the DSR with a radial ac-

tive magnetic bearing thereby providing magnetic sus-

pension as well as magnetic excitation. This unique sys-

tem that enables the magnetic bearing to act as a shaker

provided an excitation force at critical modes to success-

fully complete various US engine companies, NASA

GRC (Reference [4]), and University of California tur-

bine and/or fan blade damping tests. It was proven that

bearing mechanical life was substantially extended and

increased flexibility in excitation orientation (direction

and phasing) was achieved.
Recently, we upgraded the DSR to have a fully sus-

pended excitation system by replacing the remaining

conventional radial ball bearings and the voice-coil type

linear electromagnetic shakers. The new magnetic sus-

pension and excitation system can provide longer run
times at higher speeds and larger vibration amplitudes

for rotating blades. Compared to the existing system,

the new system can transmit more vibrational energy
into the shaft and thus enable the excitation of higher

blade modes observed in turbomachinery. Additionally,

the magnetic bearing provides active control of stiffness

and damping at the point of action. All of these features
enable more useful testing to be performed.

In this paper, for the rotor levitation purpose, a decen-

tralized proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller

and a centralized moda] controller were developed first

because those were easy to implement, and modem con-

trol technique such as Kalman filtering was used to de-

velop a better controller that reduces sensor and process-

ing noise, rotor orbits, and control current noise, which

are critical to analyzing experimental damping test re-
sults.



TESTFACILITYDESCRIPTION
The DSR provides experimental data for evaluation of

vibration analysis methods for rotating systems. Bladed

rotors up to 81 cm (32 in.) in diameter can be spun up to

20 000 rpm by a speed regulated air motor. Before in-

stallation of the magnetic bearing, electromagnetic shak-

ers were primarily used to apply oscillatory axial forces

to the rotor shaft through a thrust hearing. Strain gages,

accelerometers, and optical blade-tip vibration sensors

provide blade vibration signals.

Figure 2 is a cutaway drawing of the rig with two me-

chanical bearings supporting the rotor. Shown are the

vacuum tank, the air motor drive, two electromagnetic

shakers, a multi-blade rotor (with a vertical axis of rota-

tion), a 100-channel slip ring assembly (which is located

at the bottom of the rotor and is used to take signals

from the rotor). In Figure 3, the magnetic bearing is

shown installed in the rig. The vacuum (down to 0.02

psia) reduces the torque required to drive the disk and

renders aerodynamic effects negligible.

The radial magnetic bearing is a 4-pole heteropolor

type. Each pole has 160 coil turns with an independent

PWM amplifier. Its outer diameter is 4.7 in. It is oper-

ated using a maximum of 6 A/coil. The backup bearing

gap distance is 0.0t0 in. with a typical operating radial
shaft excursion of about 0.005 in.

An analysis shows that the rig is able to run up to

20 000 rpm without exceeding the stress limit of the

bearing laminations. Up to date of this publication, run-

ning at more than 10,000 rpm is not recommended until

a complete health monitoring system for the rig is in-
stalled. Therefore, all of the experimental data in this

paper have been shown up to 10,000 rpm.

CONTROL SYSTEM

The control system uses both classical and modem con-

trol techniques, which are implemented with the MS-

DOS Turbo ANSI C programming language on a Pen-

tium 1/200MHz PC. Datel AID input board and Metra-

byte D/A output board were used to get sensor signals

and to send out the control command signals to power

amplifiers.

Figure 4 shows the control system block diagram that

includes all of the excitation and suspension elements

which represent the system. The controller has two pri-
mary components. One component provides the mag-

netic bearing suspension and the other provides the exci-

tation (see References [5] and [6] for the details). This
paper focused on Iooking for an optimal controller for

the magnetic suspension that can remove unnecessary

high frequency signals for the damping test analysis.

A user-friend!y controller cockpit window allows
modification of the magnetic bearing parameters such as

bias, stiffness, damping, and integral gain for PID con-

troller. It has a switch for a decentralized PID controller,

centralized modal controller, control force integral feed-

back, and Kalman estimator. A safe gain feature is trig-
gered to protect the bearing system at higher speeds

when the rotor orbit exceeds the predefined orbit size.

Also, a whirling feature was implemented to investigate

the dynamic behavior of the magnetically suspended

rotor system as well as to check the backup bearings

before the actual rotation. Whirling orbit size, starting

angle, and the center point of the orbit are all user de-

fned and aid in investigating the bounce mode and tilt-

ing mode. All of the above-mentioned features can be

controlled separately for lower and upper bearings. In

addition to an external comprehensive data collecting

system, a simple data acquisition capability was added to

the control cockpit window to monitor the system per-
formance.

Decentralized PD and PID Controller

The first controller we tested was a simple PD controller

because it was easy to implement as

i(x)- (k +ks)x +d;c (1)
ki

where a proportional gain feedback P = (k + k s) /k i and

a differentiating feedback D = d/k,. The proportional

gain includes a term to offset the negative bearing stiff-

ness k,. and one to produce the actual bearing net stiff-

ness k. The differentiating component controls the

damping of oscillations. This control current force was
added to the bias current to obtain a linear relation be-

tween force and control current. At critical modes, even

a simple decentralized PD controller was sufficient to

suppress the vibration amplitude.
Next we tested an integral feedback (Reference [7])

scheme, which was easily implemented with the PD con-

troller. In practice it is often desirable to keep a given

rotor position independent of changes in the load. An

additional integrating feedback-path in the controller

compensated well for such change. Any deviation of the

position x is integrated over time slowly and added to the

feedback until the error signal e becomes zero.

In order to determine what combination of gains are

useful and produce stable operation, a stability map was

obtained experimentally by observing and recording
what gain combinations produced instability. These

gains show a stability surface under which stable opera-

tion of the system is achieved. The gain set in the mid-

dle range was selected and plugged into the controller as

a safe gain set, which is triggered to protect the bearing

system at higher speeds when the rotor orbit exceeds the

predefined orbit size.

A frequency domain representation of the system's

dynamic characteristic gives another perspective of the

system. A transfer function between the excitation sig-



halandtheshaft position signal gives a spectral profile

that indicates how well we can transmit energy to the

system•

Figure 9 shows the rotor orbit and control current for

each coil in operation at 0 rpm up to 10,000 rpm. The

rotor orbits over the operating rage were small and solid,

but significant high frequency noise level remained at

the rotor orbit and control current. Figures 6 and 7 show

the auto power spectrum of the rotor orbit and control

current, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the PD con-

trol current contains significant amount of high fre-

quency noise.

Centralized Modal Controller

In order to have more vibration amplitude suppression
and stable rotor orbits at critical modes, we tested a cen-

tralized modal controller that consists of two parts:

Rigid Body Translation. The decentralized forces are

F_ = -klx z - ctJc 1

F 2 = -k2x 2 - 6"2x2 (2)

where F 1and F 2 are the x-axis forces from the top and

bottom radial bearings, respectively. The average hori-

zontal translation of the rotor along the center of mass is

xov = (x I + xz)/2. Hence, the force on each side to

compensate the horizontal deviation from the set point is

(3)

Rigid Body Rotation. The tilt angle of the rotor with

respect to the vertical y-axis is 0 = (x 2 -x I )/l where l

is the distance between the centers of the top and bottom

radial bearings. The control torque to be created at the

tilt angle 0 is

T = -kml_9 - cmt O (4)

where the rotational stiffness k,# = (k I + k 2). l 2 /4 and

the rotational damping c¢i# = (c 1 + c2). l z/4. The con-

trol forces to be exerted are Fr,,tl.2 =T/l. Thus, com-

bining F_oll,2 with Equation (3) gives the centralized

control force from each radial bearing:

= l__((kj +k2)(x_ +x2)+(kj +_2).l.0_
Fm°dl'2 4 _+ (CI + C2). ]._ ) (5)

The centralized y-axis forces can be obtained in the

exact same way. When we tested this controller

throughout the operating range, the rotor orbit and con-

trol current level over the operating range were almost

the same as the PD controller except at the first rigid

body mode (about 2,700 rpm). Since the PD controller

worked well even at the first mode, for this specific ap-

piication, we couldn't see a big advantage.

Control Force Integral Feedback

Next we tested a control force integral feedback, which

is somewhat similar to the integral action of the PID

control law described earlier. Simply adding an integral

of the control force output to the output moves the shaft

to the magnetic force center so that an average control

output can be minimized. Brown (Reference [8]) suc-

cessfully demonstrated this concept on a magnetic-

bearing-supported energy storage flywheel at NASA

GRC. It was proven that this technique maintained near

zero average control current throughout the speed range

without any operator attention.

When the control force integral feedback was acti-

vated, the magnetic force center, geometric backup bear-

ing center, and zero sensor position were almost

matched. In other words, the new DSR has almost per-
fect concentricity and alignment of the bearing system.

When the control force integral was activated, the con-

trol force was integrated over time slowly and added to

the feedback force output until the time-averaged control
force becomes zero. The test results showed almost the

same orbit and control current as those in the PID con-

troller.

LQG (Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian) Regulator
All of the above-mentioned controllers worked well in

terms of the rotor orbit (position control) and control

current level throughout the operating range up to

10,000 rpm. However, they could not meet the low
noise requirement of the new DSR that should deliver

clean blade-vibration signals. Hence we wish to reduce

high frequency magnetic bearing control noise, which

may couple into the blade vibration measuring circuits,

which is critical to good experimental damping test re-
sults.

To resolve this problem, a simple LQG regulator was

developed based on a simple 2 "d order experimental

plant mode/ that approximates the rotor and magnetic

bearing system. It was successfully demonstrated up to

10,000 rpm, significantly reducing the noise level and

maintaining predefined gains throughout the speed
range. This control law doesn't use differentiation of the

measured displacement signal, but a state estimation

through a Kalman filter. Also it is quite useful in prac-

tice to trade off regulation performance with control

effort for a given design specification. A simple design

procedure is described as follows.

With the rotor levitated, a transfer function between



the control force command signal and the shaft position

signal was measured as shown in Figure 5. A simple 2_d

order open-loop plant model was approximated by ne-

glecting higher order dynamics beyond the first natural

frequency as

k
((x/_) = (6)

(as 2 _ 1)

where k = 1.19 and the time constant a = 1 / w,,. Based

on this plant model with w,, = 45Hz, a full state feed

back matrix F was computed first given our design

specification, and the LQG-design was then followed in

such a way as to minimize a cost function J defined as

the integral over weighted squares of state variables and

control variables according to

J(u)= _(xrQx + u':'Ru + 2x'r Nu):tt (7)

In our design specification, the respective weighting

ratio for the square matrices Q and R is 1 to 10. We as-

sumed no coupled effect between x and u, thereby the

third term was neglected. We combined this with the

optimal gain matrix F to have a simple LQG regulator

and then converted it into the discrete-time model using

a sample time 7",.= 80ps.

Compared to the PD controller shown in Figures 6 and

7, the LQG controller reduced rotor orbit by about 50%

after 35 Hz, however it significantly reduced the high

frequency control noise level. Also, much clean rotor

orbits over the operating range were achieved shown in

Figure 9. Figure 8 shows the controller transfer func-

tions of PD and LQG regulator. It seems that the LQG
regulator has the same P (stiffness) and D (damping)

values as in the PD controller, but with a roll-off at about

150 Hz. A simple PD controller with a low-pass filter,
which has the exact same transfer function as the LQG

regulator will be tested later to verify this observation.

SUMMARY

A fully suspended Dynamic Spin Rig (DSR) was devel-

oped to provide blade vibration excitation, and shaft

suspension and conwol. The rig was upgraded by re-

placing conventional ball bearings and mechanical
shakers with the 5-axis magnetic bearing system (two

radial and one thrust bearings), thereby providing longer

run times at higher speeds and larger vibration ampli-

tudes for rotating blade tests. Various control techniques

were investigated up to the maximum allowable speed of

10,000 rpm to determine the optimal controller for the
DSR. All the tested controllers worked well in terms of

rotor orbit and control current level throughout the speed

range. However, the LQG regulator showed the best

performance in terms of noise reduction, control energy
savings, and rotor orbit in relatively higher frequency

region. In the near future, a PID controller with a low

pass filter and an Hm synthesis controller will be tested

to further reduce noise level and to improve the system
robustness.
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FIGURE 3: Lower magnetic bearing installed in Dy-
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